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About This Game

Get ready for gameplay like you've never experienced and jump into our international champion competition today!!!!

Annihilate the completion in real-time PVP, face off against your opponents in blast mode or check out our terrifying single
player mode! The Killbox is coming at you with a brand new version and lots of new additions to keep the action going at a

blazing pace! With new maps, awesome weapons and a new elite competition system; The Killbox will blow you away!

Features:
Intense, immersive real-time FPS action

-Hectic 6 VS 6 real-time battles
-Awesome tactical movement system with console-like shooting experience

-Different real-world guns to choose from
Addictive multiplayer gameplay

-Work together with friends to annihilate your enemies in Team Mode
-Experience the terror of fighting off teammates once they’ve become the living dead

-Leap over the heads of your adversaries in space mode.
Varied and realistic scenarios

-Experience the intensity of the killbox through a series of immersive detailed maps.
-Feel the chaos of war on the battlefield with intense, lifelike animation.

eSports for EVERYONE
-Fair matches with no upgrading systems available for guns

-Open matches for everyone, and every day!
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New Additions:
1、Phantom Mode

Spectral enemies lurk around every corner, you’re gonna need eyes in the back of your head for this one!
2、Sphere

Collect spheres that are full of rare items and awesome weapons! Free sphere tickets will be sent out every week.
3、Guild Wars

Fierce wars between guilds! Winner takes all!
4、Set of Dragon Scale Series

Collect a full set of the dragon scale series to experience awesome new killing effects in battle!
5、New Weapons
1、Loose Cannon

This gun has rapid reload capability and can transform from a regular field rifle to a sniper rifle at the click of a button!
2、M1911-Primeval

Larger AMMO plus special killing effect, with bonus EXP in battles.
3、Hand Cannon

With designs based on the elite demon series, and the ability to compress all its ammo into one lethal blast, this pistol doles out
some serious damage!

Optimization
1、Game interface optimized. Game quality improved.

2、Loading optimized, smoother operation.
3、BUG fixed.
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Title: The Killbox: Arena Combat
Developer:
Ugamehome
Publisher:
Ugamehome
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 – 32 bit

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon R7 260x

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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